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Seneca 634 Mural Curriculum for Youth Engagement
OVERVIEW
Completed in 2010, the Seneca 634 Mural was a $35,000 project established through
the non-profit organization, Geneva Community Projects, in order to promote
Geneva, New York. Created by a Geneva native, Kenneth Millington, in his
Brooklyn studio, the Seneca 634 Mural was designed in order to capture Geneva and
its’ rich history. Even though the Mural is seen daily, by locals and tourists, due to
its’ location on 93 Castle Street, the meaning and importance of the Mural may be
missed as people walk or drive by, taking away from the project’s initial mission. For
this reason, the Geneva Community Projects board of directors are looking for a
well-qualified candidate, to further engage Genevans in the rich history portrayed by
the mural, by creating a curriculum centered on history and the arts to engage local
youth. GCP would hope that the candidate could have their curriculum due to GCP
board for review by January 2019 and upon receipt of a differentiated curriculum for
elementary, middle and high school grade levels will receive a $500 stipend.
REQUIREMENTS
1. Cover letter and resume
2. Items to address in the cover letter:
a. What experience qualifies you to develop a curriculum?
b. What excites you about this opportunity?
c. What is the importance of educating local students on the Seneca 634
Mural?
QUALIFICATIONS
Candidate should be passionate about history and/or the fine arts, with an emphasis
on advocacy work, and enjoy working with children.
Please submit your application with required materials by October 15th to
kflowers@hws.edu

